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COMMBANK AND MORTGAGE HOUSE SPARK FIXED RATE HOME 
LOAN WAR 

 
Sydney, 23 July 2014: Borrowers are set to benefit from a fixed rate home loan war, with 
Commonwealth Bank and Mortgage House today slashing their five-year fixed home loan 
rates to as low as 4.99% and 4.97% respectively. 
 
According to financial comparison site Mozo.com.au, competition is intensifying around longer 
term fixed home loan rates with ME Bank and UBank firing the opening salvos last month and 
cutting their five-year fixed rates by 40 and 13 basis points respectively.  
 
Mozo Director Kirsty Lamont expects longer term fixed home loan rates to tumble across the 
board after the Reserve Bank recently hosed down expectations of any rate rises over the 
next 12 months. 
 
“Borrowers will benefit from a fixed rate-cutting frenzy as other lenders adjust their longer 
term fixed rates in line with the RBA’s latest thinking and match today’s rate cuts over coming 
weeks”, Kirsty Lamont said.  
 
“So far this year we’ve seen movement in shorter term, one and two year fixed rate loans but 
this is an indication that those looking to fix their loans for a three or five year period will be 
able to lock in some serious bargains.” 
 
Mozo data shows that borrowers can now lock in a five-year fixed home loan for 22 basis 
points less than the average variable rate of 5.19%.  
 
“Taking into account recent comments from the RBA, borrowers and refinancers should 
seriously consider shopping around for a fixed loan over coming weeks.” 
 
“By taking advantage of the incredibly sharp deals coming onto the longer term fixed home 
loan market, borrowers can lock in record low rates and gain long term protection against 
interest rate rises,” says Lamont.  
 
RBA Governor, Glenn Stevens, recently said it is likely the bank will be “sitting still for some 
time” on interest rates, making it more viable for lenders to join the rate-cutting frenzy.  
 

-ENDS- 
 
Kirsty Lamont is available for comment on this story, to arrange an interview, contact: 
 
Caroline Thomas 
PR Manager, Mozo 
Ph: 02 9037 4375 / 0402 330 021 
caroline.thomas@mozo.com.au 
 
About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo is Australia’s leading online finance comparison and reviews service. Our database 
covers over 150 banking, insurance and investment providers, and our award-winning 
comparison tools help more than 300,000 Australians find a better banking or insurance deal 
each month. Mozo powers the ‘Compare, Ditch & Switch’ service for Choice and has 
partnerships with some of Australia’s largest online publishers. 

 


